To meet a growing demand in many localities for a dependable windmill at a lower cost, the Woodmanse Mfg. Co. has built a 6½ ft. Air-Master windmill. This mill is so geared that it will pump nearly any well that an 8 ft. mill will pump.

It is in every way a first class windmill, having the internal gear—eccentric construction, changeable stroke, gravity oiling system, replaceable shaft bearings, automatic governor and internal expanding brake.

The wheel has five sections and five arms and all parts are galvanized before assembly. The mill is equipped with ball bearing turntable and a hood that is rain, sleet and dust proof.

The 6½ ft. Air-Master is the culmination of 60 years of successful windmill building experience. It represents the closest approach to the ultimate in windmill construction—a simple, sturdy, troubleproof and thoroughly lubricated windmill at a minimum of expense.